Muddy Paws Trail
From the top of Masson Hill you can step out onto loads of exciting public footpaths. One
of my favourite trails is wandering along the ridge and down into the town of Matlock. You
can see the River Derwent below and your owner can enjoy spectacular views too! There
are plenty of wide open spaces to run around on this trail too.
Make sure you turn back and walk the same way to the Heights as you came, or you may
have to pay to use the cable cars again! If you want to go on any more walks, ask your
owner to ask at the Heights Gift Shop for longer walks in the area.
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“I was very nervous to go on
the cable cars, but had great
fun once at the top!”
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“Great trees to sniff, sticks to
chew and stumps to sit on!
Perfect day, will visit again.”
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@xxstaciiee0904xx
“Drinking water was nice and
fresh, piece of my owner’s
hotdog was delish! Apparently
the views were gorgeous but I
was too interested in the walks
to notice. Brill day out.”
If your owners have taken a picture of
you at the Heights today, get them to
upload it to Instagram with the hashtag
#HeightsDogs and you may be featured on
our future dog guide!
These are walks on uneven paths across open countryside, we
recommend that you wear appropriate footwear and clothing
suitable for today’s weather. Please make sure that all dogs are on
leads when near to livestock, and observe the countryside code at
all times.

Dogs are welcome at the Heights!
Dogs are welcome on the cable cars,
outdoor café terrace and around the 60 acre
estate, as long as they are kept on a lead.
Unfortunately, for safety reasons dogs are
not allowed in the indoor catering areas and

underground caverns. Please read my handy
guide for details of some wonderful walks and
other doggy information.

Woof woof!
My name is Brewster and I’m here to help my fellow
four legged friends get the best out of their day at the
Heights. Dogs travel for free on the cable cars, so you can
enjoy the views with your family. Once you reach the summit,
it’s a paradise of woodland walks and large open spaces. I really
hope you enjoy your visit, and please, keep your owners under
control!

Brewster’s top tips

Waggy Tails Trail
While the rest of your group explore the Great Masson Cavern, take your
owner on this great walk that conveniently finishes at the cavern exit, and
lasts almost the same amount of time as the tour! If nature calls, please
encourage your owner to clean up after you.
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Cable cars can look like scary things! I promise you will
enjoy your ride, but if you’re afraid of heights, just
lie down and close your eyes like Lara
is doing here. It’ll be over before you
know it!
@lara_cruft_rottie_pup
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When the cable cars stop on the way up and down,
it’s a perfect time to pose for photos like Daisy.
@drivingmistressdaisie
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You can join your owners for lunch on the
terrace and balcony outside the café.
There are also plenty of picnic spots and
water bowls dotted around!
Dogs aren’t allowed into the caverns,
mainly due to the amount of small holes
that we might get lost in! It’s what these
humans call ‘Health and Safety’, whatever
that is! Try out the Waggy Tails Way instead
like Princess Peggywegs did! She loved it.
@princess_peggywegs
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These are walks on uneven paths across open
countryside, we recommend that you wear
appropriate footwear and clothing suitable for today’s
weather. Please make sure that all dogs are on leads
when near to livestock, and observe the countryside
code at all times.
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